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'Antonio Ceniccola'; Erik 't Hart
Andrea Gemignani; f.dallaserra@cestarorossi.com; m.dallaserra@cestarorossi.com;
g.sassi@cestarorossi.com; Lazzarini marco; Calabrese Antonio
RE: AUDIT Q8 DURING TAR LIVORNO

Dear Antonio and Andrea,
From our part we would really like to thank you for the meeting at ENI Livorno. We are very happy with the
information you have provided and were impressed with the way in which the Cestaro Rossi crew were performing
in the field.
Now we have to do our homework. We will be in touch with as soon as possible.
Best regards,

Arthur Segarra
| Senior Buyer | Kuwait Petroleum Europoort B.V. |
| a.segarra@q8.com | www.Q8kpe.nl |
| T +31 181 251475 |
| Moezelweg N°255 | 3198 LS Europoort | Netherlands |
| KVK number 24137800 | BTW NL 002334379B01 |
| A subsidiary of the Kuwait Petroleum International Group |
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From: Antonio Ceniccola [mailto:a.ceniccola@cestarorossi.com]
Sent: 17 November 2015 13:04
To: Arthur Segarra; Erik 't Hart
Cc: Andrea Gemignani; f.dallaserra@cestarorossi.com; m.dallaserra@cestarorossi.com; g.sassi@cestarorossi.com;
Lazzarini marco; Calabrese Antonio
Subject: AUDIT Q8 DURING TAR LIVORNO
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Segarra and Mr. ‘t Hart,
As agreed here attached we are sending you the pdf file of the presentation you assist yesterday.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you so much for your Audit: this kind of visit is ever a stimulus and a
way to have a really interesting “exchange of views” with our Customer, about technical, organisation, management
point of views in a really open way, even more interesting when we can discuss with Customers coming from
abroad, with their own culture, habits, “way to work” and to face the problems.
We hope to have satisfy your requests, but if you need more information please do not hesitate to contact us.
Best regards.
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